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Centralized nervous systems (NSs) and complex brains are among the most

important innovations in the history of life on our planet. In this context,

two related questions have been formulated: How did complex NSs arise in

evolution, and how many times did this occur? As a step towards finding

an answer, we describe the NS of several representatives of the Xenacoelomor-

pha, a clade whose members show different degrees of NS complexity. This

enigmatic clade is composed of three major taxa: acoels, nemertodermatids

and xenoturbellids. Interestingly, while the xenoturbellids seem to have a

rather ‘simple’ NS (a nerve net), members of the most derived group of

acoel worms clearly have ganglionic brains. This interesting diversity of NS

architectures (with different degrees of compaction) provides a unique

system with which to address outstanding questions regarding the evolution

of brains and centralized NSs. The recent sequencing of xenacoelomorph gen-

omes gives us a privileged vantage point from which to analyse neural

evolution, especially through the study of key gene families involved in

neurogenesis and NS function, such as G protein-coupled receptors, helix-

loop-helix transcription factors and Wnts. We finish our manuscript proposing

an adaptive scenario for the origin of centralized NSs (brains).
1. The phylogenetic placement of Xenacoelomorpha
Acoels are mostly marine bilateral worms with a simple body plan. They are tri-

ploblastic and acoelomate, with an outer epidermis of multiciliated cells and a

single gut opening. Together with nemertodermatids, they constitute a taxon

called Acoelomorpha, which is characterized by shared morphological features

such as the epidermal ciliation, intestinal organization, certain glandular and sen-

sory structures, and the limited presence of an extracellular matrix [1–7]. Recent

phylogenetic analysis maintains that together with xenoturbellids [8], which form

another taxon of considerably larger marine worms, they constitute the phylo-

genetic group Xenacoelomorpha [9–11]. This relationship is also supported by

morphological similarities [1,3,7,12–18], for instance the ultrastructure of the

ciliary tips and the system of epidermal ciliary rootlets [5,6,15,18].

However, historically, the phylogenetic relationship of the acoelomorph

worms (and also Xenoturbella) with other metazoans has been a controversial

issue. Traditionally, they were classified within the Platyhelminthes [19], but

with the introduction of molecular characters in phylogenetic analysis, the acoel-

omorph relationships were reassessed and they were placed as the first offshoot of

the Bilateria [20,21]. For this reason, acoels, for instance, were taken as good

proxies for the complexity of an ancestral bilaterian animal [22]. This phylogenetic

position was confirmed later on by deep phylogenomic analysis [10]. When the

relationships between these animals seemed finally settled, a study using alterna-

tive methods and datasets suggested that Acoelomorpha instead represented a

deuterostomian group with affinities to the Ambulacraria (the group formed

by echinoderms and hemichordates) [9]. In all cited phylogenomic studies, the

Acoelomorpha plus Xenoturbellida form what is now considered to be a clear

monophyletic group: the above-mentioned Xenacoelomorpha.

Whether Xenacoelomorpha is actually placed as a basal bilaterian group or is

included within Deuterostomia remains a matter of debate. However, the mono-

phyletic nature of Xenacoelomorpha still allows us to study specific genomic
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and morphological changes within this group, irrespective

of its metazoan affinities. We are especially interested in the

Xenacoelomorpha nervous system (NS), as it seems to present

certain evolutionary structural changes which have led to

the establishment of a more elaborated brain architecture.

In the following paragraphs, we will describe the structure of

xenacoelomorph NSs, though we will pay special attention to

the acoel species for they are the most studied so far.
 hing.org
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2. Clarifying the used terminology
Before starting the comparison between the xenacoelomorphs’

NSs, we need to clarify some terminology in order to avoid

usual misunderstandings. We decided to follow (as in previous

papers of our laboratory) the glossary for invertebrate neuro-

anatomy provided by Richter et al. [23] and the terminology

used in Raikova’s PhD thesis [24] (followed by her and other

neuroanatomists). However, there are some terms that we

should explain here. The major point to consider in this

paper is what we understand by anterior nerve centralization,

or a ‘brain-like structure’. Understanding that other authors

might prefer other definitions, we use these terms here for

any ensemble or ‘knot-like’ mass of nerve cells forming a

defined anterior structure, without implying a necessary hom-

ology to the true brains of the so-called ‘higher’ animals.

Specifically, only the anterior centralization that contains a

central neuropile surrounded by a cortex of nerve cells will

be here considered a brain or ‘true’ brain. In addition we

should explain what we understand by a nerve net. We will

be calling a nerve net the arrangement of the NS in the form

of a diffuse plexus, with the shape of a network, formed by

neural cell bodies plus neurites, and where the impulses

travel through them in no preferential direction (see also

[19, pp. 33–34, 83]). Sometimes we use the term nerve

condensation to describe the concentration of a few neurons

forming a cluster, but without the complexity of a ganglion.

Finally, it is important to emphasize what we call neurite

bundles. Neurite bundles are simple clusters of neurites

arranged in parallel, giving rise to a bunch of tracks that

extend longitudinally. They are not arranged in the form of a

neuropile surrounded by a cellular cortex as occurs in a typical

cord [6,23].
3. Comparative analysis of Xenacoelomorpha
nervous system morphology

For a long time it has been clear that the use of different

morphological characters allows us to generate hypotheses

regarding the specific phylogenetic affinities of different

clades. One set of characters that has been used regularly in

this and other groups of animals is the neuroanatomical char-

acters [25–28]. We have already shown elsewhere that the

architecture of the NS within the Xenacoelomorpha shows

different grades of NS morphological complexity [6] (see also

fig. 1 in [29]). This feature of NS organization has made

the Xenacoelomorpha an especially interesting group for the

study of cephalization processes. However, an important

question remains to be better explained: how are the different

NSs specifically arranged in the members of this clade?

The sister group to all acoelomorphs, the Xenoturbellida

[8,9,30], is represented byonly two nominal species: Xenoturbella
bocki [31] and Xenoturbella westbladi [32]; however, newly ident-

ified specimens have been collected from the Pacific [33].

These worms are notably larger than the acoelomorphs

(up to 4 cm in length) but share with them a relatively

simple morphology. Members of Xenoturbellida possess the

simplest neuroanatomical organization and ultrastructure of

the Xenacoelomorpha, and probably one of the simplest of all

bilaterians. This NS is organized as a complete basal intraepi-

dermal nerve net (fig. 1 in [29]) with interwoven neuronal

fibres. Neither brain or brain-like structures as nerve rings are

present; nor are neurite bundles or similar arrangements

[18,31,34]. The presence of nerve processes is completely

restricted to the epidermis and the subepidermal membrane

complex (SMC) [18], with a lack of nerve structures in the sub-

epidermal muscle layer and in the parenchyma [18,34]. The

absence of neural structures below this layer and the lack of

obvious direct musculature innervation led some authors to

suggest that neuronal substances were transmitting individu-

ally from the basiepidermal nerve net to the muscle fibres, or

that these animals relied on the use of muscular pacemakers

[34]. The unique sensory organs found in Xenoturbella are the

statocyst and the three sense-furrows (two lateral and one cen-

tral) [31]. The statocyst consists of a vesicle formed by an outer

cellular capsule and an internal layer of parietal cells. It is

located in the anterior part of the body and inside the SMC

[18,35] fenced by some neural projections that reach its periph-

ery [31,35] (H. Nakano 2015, personal communication). Due to

the composition and the structure of this organ, it has been

speculated that it cannot work as a ‘true’ georeceptor; hence

its function still remains unclear [35]. Detailed ultrastructural

studies have detected that the nerve plexus is a little thickened

in the periphery of the statocyst, however no accumulation of

ganglionic cells have been observed [31,35,36]. The nerve net

at the bottom of the two anterior side-furrows exceeds by

two or three times its normal thickness, containing ganglion

cells of considerable size [31].

A different degree of morphological complexity of the NS

is observable in the sister group of the Xenoturbellida: the

Acoelomorpha (Acoela plus Nemertodermatida) [11]. There

we can see, in some of its constituent taxa, obvious neural

aggregations, positioned in the most anterior part of the

body. Nemertodermatida consists of nine species of marine

worms. Their NSs have been studied using light microscopy

in Nemertoderma westbladi [37,38]; by electron microscopy in

Nemertoderma sp. [1] and Flagellophora apelti [39]; and in

later studies through the use of GYIRFamide, FMRFamide,

tyrosinated-tubulin and 5-HT immunoreactivity, for instance

in N. westbladi and Meara stichopi [40–42]. According to those

studies, most nemertodermatids’ NSs consist of a basiepider-

mal plexus with small neural masses surrounding the

statocyst and arranged in defined structures [1,37,39,40].

The species described in most detail (N. westbladi, F. apelti
and M. stichopi) present different degrees of NS centraliza-

tion. Nemertoderma westbladi possesses a broad peripheral

ring of neurites located anteriorly and outside the body

wall musculature, with a higher density of processes and

cell bodies in the dorsal side. Four neurite bundles start at

the level of the ring structure: two lateral bundles and two

ventral ones, interconnected by thin commissures; they run

along the whole length of the body [37,41]. In the case of

F. apelti, a peripheral nerve ring has been reported with a sub-

epidermal neural mass that is exceptionally larger, bilobed,

and placed caudally to the statocyst [39]. In M. stichopi, the
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arrangement of the NS is slightly different: an anterior commis-

sure connects the only two longitudinal neurite bundles

[40,42,43] (though Westblad only sees vaguely these neurite

bundles) that run externally to the muscles and along

the whole body length [42]. No brain or neural condensations

were detected besides this anterior commissure. As is common

to the anterior part of all xenacoelomorphs [1,31,34–36,

40,41,43–47], the nemertodermatids also have a statocyst. In

this taxon, the statocyst is divided in two chambers, and

within each one there is a statolith ([1,36]; fig. 1 in [29]). Signs

of a slight nerve concentration have been reported in the area

of the statocyst [1,37–39]. Previous studies of nemertoderma-

tids have shown that some outer neurons reach the basal

lamina of the statocyst, but without penetrating it [36]. More

recent immunohistochemistry observations in M. stichopi
suggest that the statocyst is innervated [42].

The elaboration of a more centralized NS, within Xenacoe-

lomorpha, is most clearly seen in the Acoela. In fact, the acoel

NS is characterized by its high plasticity, which is evident in

the very different neuronal arrangements that the acoel species

show. A quick comparison of, for instance, acoels belonging to

the most basal family (Diopisthoporidae) and those of the most

divergent families within the class Crucimusculata reveals very

striking differences in neural system arrangement [4,6,48–51].

Using the knowledge obtained from several studies, old and

new, we are in a position to understand, for the first time, the

evolution of the NS within this group (see also [6]), always in

accordance with the latest available phylogeny of the Acoela

[48]. In the following paragraphs, we summarize what is

known on how the NS is organized in the different clades

forming the Acoela.

The most basal family, Diopisthoporidae, possesses a NS

formed by two ring commissures, the anterior being smaller

than the posterior. In the case of Diopisthoporus gymnopharingeus,
two ventral tracts connect both structures [49] (fig. 12 in [6]).

Immunocytochemical studies carried out in Diopisthoporus
longitubus show an extensively well-developed nerve net [24].

The anterior nerve centralization in D. longitubus is slightly

different to that of D. gymnopharingeus, showing the second

ring reduced to a semicircle on the dorsal side. Three pairs of

longitudinal neurite bundles originate from the brain-like

structure and run posteriorly, until they disappear within the

nerve net [24]. The next branching family, Paratomellidae, is

the sister group of Prosopharyngida plus Crucimusculata.

Paratomella rubra, a representative of Paratomellidae, possesses

two ring commissures connected by two tracts and also a con-

centrated network of cells in the area around the statocyst. Two

neurite bundles extend along the whole length of the body

[52,53] (fig. 12 in [6]). More clear evidence of evolutionary

transformation is seen in the clade Prosopharyngida (includ-

ing: Hallangiidae, Hofsteniidae and Solenofilomorphidae;

fig. 12 in [6]). For instance, within Hofsteniidae, there are

species with the NS located in different positions with respect

to the epidermis: from a NS built as a basiepidermal plexus to a

NS completely positioned below the epidermis, with some

species showing some intermediate states (as in the case of

Marcusiola tinga, where the dorsal neurite bundles are at the

base of the epidermis while the rest is positioned clearly

below it [54]). In the case of Hofstenia sp., the entire NS is

located below the epidermis and consists of a wide ring of

neurites, thickest in its dorsal part, with nerve fibres and

somata that are partially located below the body wall muscula-

ture, and having some neurons surrounding the statocyst
[6,55,56]. The NS in the Solenofilomorphidae is located below

the body wall musculature and consists, close to the statocyst,

of one to three commissures in the anterior part; these animals

possess eight longitudinal neurite bundles that run along the

body of the animal. The neurite bundles have two different

spatial distributions: those that are clearly separated from the

epidermis; and those that are associated with the epidermis

(especially in the case of the dorsolateral and the ventrolateral

neurite bundles) [6,57].

The sister group of Prosopharyngida is the clade

Crucimusculata, which includes the acoels with complex,

ganglionic, brains [24,29,50,51]. In the species of this clade,

the NS becomes structurally more complex, forming a com-

pact anterior bilobed brain with a cellular cortex and a

dense central neuropile [6,29,50]. This anterior neuronal

mass gives rise to a variable number of neurite bundles,

which tend to be highly interconnected [6,24,29,50,51]. Over

the last decade, several research groups, including ours,

have studied some specific species belonging to Crucimuscu-

lata, such as Isodiametra pulchra and Symsagittifera roscoffensis,

with the NS as their major research objective (fig. 12 in [6]). In

§4, we revisit some of their findings and analyse the impact of

the introduction of new tools on our current understanding of

the acoel NS architecture.
4. The neuroanatomy of one acoel as revealed
by a species-specific antibody

To shed light on the development and the neuroanatomy of

acoel NSs, our laboratory recently obtained several species-

specific antibodies, using cDNA sequences derived from

our transcriptomic projects. Here, we describe in detail the

expression pattern revealed using an antibody raised against

the synaptic protein synaptotagmin [29], in both juvenile and

adult stages of the acoel S. roscoffensis. As has been shown in

previous studies, a high condensation of neural bodies and

their processes characterizes the NS of S. roscoffensis. Confocal

and electron microscopic studies have confirmed that, in

juveniles, this neural mass fills most of the anterior third of

the body (figure 1 and [50]). The so-called brain consists of a

compact bilobed mass with a peripheral layer of neuronal

cell bodies surrounding a central neuropile, all located

around the statocyst, with two ocelli located laterally [50].

The NS contains also three pairs of neurite bundles that run

along the major body axis: a dorsomedial pair (dmn), a dorso-

lateral pair (dln) and a ventrolateral pair (vln), all connected

by numerous commissures that are arranged irregularly

(figure 2c–e; fig. 2 in [29]) [50,51]. This compact (centralized)

arrangement is preserved from the juvenile to the adult stages.

The granular pattern obtained by the anti-synaptotagmin

antibody is explained by the fact that synaptotagmin is a

highly conserved protein that acts as a calcium receptor located

in synaptic vesicles [58]. The structures revealed in both

adult and juvenile developmental stages coincide with those

obtained using neuronal or neurotransmitter markers such as

the anti-tubulin tyrosine antibody, or the anti-serotonin and

RFamide antibodies [50,51]. However, our synaptotagmin

antibody is most probably a pan-neuronally expressed epitope

and exclusive to the NS, not labelling other structures such as

those revealed with less-specific antibodies, for instance the

anti-tyrosinated tubulin. On a more practical level, it allows

us to perform immunochemistry and in situ hybridization
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Figure 1. Confocal microscopy stacks of S. roscoffensis juvenile nervous system stained with the synaptotagmin antibody. Anterior part is up. (a) Ventral view of the
outer layers of a whole specimen. Arrowheads point to the thin commissures, part of the nerve net. (b) Dorso-central projection of the juvenile nervous system with
the two lobes of the brain, connected by three commissures. c1, first brain commissure; c2, second brain commissure; c3, third brain commissure; dln, dorso-lateral
neurite bundles; dmn, dorsomedial neurite bundles; vln, ventro-lateral neurite bundles. Scale bar: (a,b) 35 mm.
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Figure 2. Confocal microscopy stacks of S. roscoffensis adult nervous system stained with a specific antibody against synaptotagmin. Anterior part is up. (a) Anterior
end of adult specimen detailed, thin reminiscences connect the brain to the epithelia (arrows). (b) Detailed projection of the brain; from the anterior to posterior we
detect the three brain commissures (c1; c2; c3) and the position of the statocyst (shown here as a discontinuous circle). (c) Adult anterior part additionally stained
with the nuclear marker DAPI. Five of the six neurite bundles are visible. Statocyst shown here as a discontinuous circle. Arrowheads point to the commissures
connecting the neurite bundles. (d ) Ventral view of the posterior end of the body. The three pairs of neurite bundles converge at the posterior end. (e) Dorsal view
of the posterior end of the body. Note that the nervous system extends to the posterior end of the body. Refer to figure 1 for abbreviations. Scale bars: (a) 35 mm,
(b) 65 mm and (c – e) 130 mm.
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protocols in the same specimen (unpublished results, 2014

and 2015).

As revealed by the anti-synaptotagmin antibody, in both

stages (adult and juvenile), the brain is a structure with

clear bilateral symmetry: two triangular lobes interconnected

by three commissures, named c1, c2 and c3 from the most

anterior to the most posterior (figures 1b, 2b,c and 3b) [50].

Numerous thin fibres radiate from the brain towards the

most anterior surface of the body (figure 2a). Posterior to
the brain, the next five commissures connect the six neurite

bundles at different positions along the body (figures 2c
(arrowheads) and 3b (arrowheads)) [29]. The neurite bundles

converge at the end of the body, and in the case of the adult,

posterior to the male genital pore (figure 2d,e) [59]. According

to the neural inmunohistochemical patterns obtained in

previous studies [50,51] and now confirmed by our obser-

vations with the anti-synaptotagmin antibody, no major

changes in the general arrangement of the NS occur from
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Figure 3. Confocal microscopy projections of the anterior part of S. roscoffensis adult specimen revealing the nervous system stained with the specific antibody
against synaptotagmin. (a) Ventral projections of numerous nerve connections (arrows) all giving rise to the nerve net. (b) Central projection evidencing the internal
arrangement of the nervous system. Immediately posterior to the brain some commissures connect the neurite bundles (arrowheads). They are followed by other less
prominent commissures (arrows). Refer to figure 1 for abbreviations. Statocyst shown here as a discontinuous circle. Scale bar: (a,b) 100 mm.
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the young to the adult stages (figures 1 and 2), despite the

obvious changes in the proportion of the whole body that

the brain occupies [50].

Transmission electron microscopic analysis carried out in

juvenile stages determined that the neurite bundles are funda-

mentally formed of neurites with the cell bodies dispersed

along the neurite length, and specifically concentrated at the

commissural junctions [50]. In agreement with this, double

staining with the anti-synaptotagmin antibody and the nuclear

marker DAPI shows a clear lack of nuclei in the major part of

these bundles (E. Perea-Atienza 2015, personal observation).

In the most anterior part, these bundles are thicker, revealing

that they include more axons [50]. In the brain region, a

prominent organ is located: the gravity-sensing statocyst

(figures 2b,c and 3, discontinuous circle) [29,50,51]. As shown

in previous immunochemical studies, with this methodology

and antibody, we are not able to detect neurons directly inner-

vating the statocyst [29,51]. It is important to point out here that

all the analysis using histological sections showed the presence

of neuronal concentrations surrounding the acoel statocyst

[6,39,50,59–62], innervating the capsule [36]. As has been

shown in previous studies using immunoreactivity against

anti-tubulin tyrosine antibody, a peripheral nerve net formed

by thin processes is visible in the epidermal layer, a feature

also revealed with the anti-synaptotagmin antibody (figures 1

and 3a). The pattern is very similar in juvenile and adult stages.

The neurons from this peripheral plexus establish a high

number of synapses with neighbouring muscle fibres [50].

In the future, the use of species-specific antibodies will be

extended to other species of the Acoela and later to other

species of the Xenacoelomorpha, with the aim of providing

higher resolution maps of neural architecture in the different

members of this clade. The use of anti-synaptotagmin is just

the first step of this project.
5. Molecular control of acoel neurogenesis
Very little is known concerning the control of neurogenesis in

Nemertodermatida and Xenoturbellida. For this reason, this

section focuses on the molecular control of neurogenesis in

those acoel species that have been studied. Acoel development
follows a special cleavage pattern called ‘duet cleavage’ [63].

The ectodermal cells (which give rise to epidermal and

neural cells) are derived from the first, second and third duet

micromeres of the 4-, 6- and 12-cell stage embryos, respectively.

Later on in development, the progeny of those micromeres that

will differentiate into neurons become internalized. As some

studies suggest, these internalized neuron precursors express

SoxB, a most likely pro-neural marker present in several

bilaterian and non-bilaterian species [51,64,65].

Although much information is still lacking about the genes

that trigger the initial steps of neural commitment and differen-

tiation, most of our current knowledge corresponds to the

analysis of anteroposterior patterning in the acoel NS. In all

the species studied, only three Hox genes have been identified:

one anterior, one central and one posterior [65–67]. As devel-

opment proceeds, these genes seem to provide the needed

positional information to the newborn neurons.

All three Hox genes are transcribed after gastrulation in

the acoel Convolutriloba longifissura and they do it almost sim-

ultaneously, thus, showing no clear temporal colinearity.

Nevertheless, they do present clear spatial nested patterns.

The anterior Hox gene is expressed in two bilateral patches

of cells in the animal hemisphere of the embryo, with the

anterior boundary delimited by the expression domain of

the Six3/6 orthologous gene [65], the latter being a gene

involved in anterior ectoderm patterning in bilaterians and

in the differentiation of the aboral pole in some cnidarians

[68]. In the juvenile acoel, the anterior Hox is expressed in

an anterior domain that extends posteriorly to the statocyst

[65]. The central Hox gene is expressed in the embryo in a

more posterior domain, surrounding the closed blastopore.

Later on, it is expressed in two lateral bands along most of

the body length. The posterior Hox gene is expressed in a

restricted area at the most posterior end of the embryo.

Unlike the other two, its expression does not seem to be lim-

ited to a specific germ layer [65,69]. Interestingly, Hox gene

expression is maintained not only during regular develop-

ment [65,66], but also during the budding of new

specimens in asexually reproducing species [67].

A few other ‘classical’ neural genes have been studied in the

acoel C. longifissura, for instance the orthologue of the posterior

ParaHox gene, caudal/Cdx (expressed in many bilaterian neural



Table 1. Complement of genes of different families in Xenoturbella bocki
and Symsagittifera roscoffensis. Data were published previously on the Hox
genes [66,77] and on the bHLHs and GPCRs [29], and data on the Wnts
are from this study.

species Hox Wnts bHLHs GPCRs

X. bocki 5 11 (12?) 33 258

S. roscoffensis 3 5 18 225
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domains [70]), which is also expressed anteriorly in juvenile

neural structures, most probably in the cells that also express

the neural genes NK2.1 and Otp [65,71].

From what we have described here it is clear that our

understanding of the molecular control of neurogenesis in

acoels (or in the xenacoelomorphs) is very limited. Efforts

should be made to improve the characterization of many

more genes involved in this process (see below). It is also

necessary to stress that we completely lack information

regarding the dorsoventral patterning of the acoel NS. This

is an intriguing issue, for it has been observed that acoels

do not have, apparently, an obvious preference for ventral

or dorsal NS localization. However, in a preliminary study,

and in the context of animal regeneration, it has been

shown that the acoel Hofstenia miamia have differential

expression of BMPs (bone morphogenetic proteins) and

their antagonistic ADMPs (anti-dorsalizing morphogenetic

proteins) along this secondary axis [72]. How the expression

of these genes is related to the position of the neurite bundles

can be, at present, just a matter of speculation. More

expression and functional studies of these and other families

of neural regulatory factors are urgently needed.
6. A genomics view of Xenacoelomorpha
neurogenesis

Our laboratory’s main research objective is to understand the

process of neurogenesis and neural function in the different

members of the Xenacoelomorpha. In particular, we aim at

understanding how families of putative regulatory and effector

neural genes have evolved within this clade, and how these

changes relate to the inherent complexity of the NSs. In order

to achieve this, we have started using the (mostly complete)

genomes of the acoel S. roscoffensis and the xenoturbellid

X. bocki. We focus our attention on the basic helix-loop-helix

(bHLH) transcription factors, known regulators of NS develop-

ment that control aspects such as neural differentiation or

migration [73,74]; and on the G protein-coupled receptors

(GPCRs), known transducers of signals from many sensory

systems. Our interest in the latter group lies not only in their

crucial and varied functions, but also in the fact that they are

the largest and most diverse superfamily of transmembrane

receptors [75,76], which allows us to assess gene complement

changes (and families’ diversification) within the clade and

relate them to the different degrees of NS centralization

observed in the constituent species.

A detailed study performed on those two groups of genes

is already published [29]. Summarizing, and as shown in

table 1, we found that, as a general pattern, the number of

genes belonging to each family is lower in S. roscoffensis
than in X. bocki: 18 bHLHs and 225 GPCRs were present in

the former; 33 bHLHs and 258 GPCRs in the latter. This is

consistent with, for instance, the number of Hox genes

detected: three in acoels [66]; five in xenoturbellids [77].

Here, the complexity of the different families (we refer to

the total number of genes per family plus the number of sub-

families present) in these two species is not directly related to

the apparent structural complexity of acoel and Xenoturbella
neural architectures. We observed that less complex neural

architectures (the nerve net of Xenoturbella) seem to depend

on richer complements of regulatory and effector genes

(within, again, these specific families) than the complex/
centralized structure of S. roscoffensis brain. It is important to

point out that all these gene families were characterized in

depth, with all members classified into subfamilies based on

a thorough phylogenetic analysis, leaving little room for miss-

ing data [29]. Interestingly, our recent analysis of a different

family, that of the Wnt ligands, has shown a similar pattern.

Let us now take a closer look at this in the next paragraph.

The Wnt glycoprotein signalling pathways play a cru-

cial role in development by regulating aspects of cell fate

determination, migration, polarity, neural patterning and orga-

nogenesis [78]. Furthermore, it has been observed that most

animals use these signalling pathways to control their primary

body axis, specifically the anteroposterior axis in all bilaterian

animals [79]. We searched for Wnt domains in the predicted

proteins obtained from the genomes of S. roscoffensis and

X. bocki using the HMMER tool, as explained previously [29],

and found that there are five different Wnt ligands in the

genome of S. roscoffensis and 12 in that of X. bocki (table 1).

We used phylogenetic analysis for subfamily classification.

First, we aligned our sequences with the reference species:

Lottia gigantea, Homo sapiens, Xenopus tropicalis, Paracentrotus
lividus, Nematostella vectensis, Platynereis dumerilii, Anopheles
gambiae and Branchiostoma floridae (Dr Jenifer C. Croce provided

Wnt aligned protein sequences of the first four species; the rest

were downloaded from the NCBI database). With this data, we

reconstructed the phylogenetic trees (figure 4 and electronic

supplementary material, figure S1) and obtained the results

that are summarized in table 2. We were able to complete the

analysis with good bootstrap values (more than 85 in most

cases, except one of them that was 69) for all the X. bocki
Wnts (we found clear orthologues of: Wnt1, Wnt2, Wnt3,

Wnt4, Wnt5, Wnt6, Wnt7, Wnt8, Wnt10, Wnt11 and Wnt16)

(figure 4). We found two putative Wnt8 orthologues; however,

since they share a stretch of 35 amino acids it is possible that

they correspond, in fact, to two predictions for the same Wnt

protein. Intriguingly, it was impossible to classify with confi-

dence the S. roscoffensis Wnts, since they do not clearly

cluster with members of any known Wnt subfamily. When

they do, their positions in the tree are only supported with

excessively low bootstrap values, all having very long branches

(electronic supplementary material, figure S1). In fact, even

though the reference species used were the same in both

trees, the bootstrap values obtained for all the families decrease

when the sequences of S. roscoffensis are incorporated

(compared with the X. bocki’s tree).

Previous studies carried out by Srivastava et al. [72] in

H. miamia found five Wnt homologues which were branching

together with one Wnt relative of the cnidarian Hydra vulgaris.
We decided to try including those Wnt protein sequences in

our analysis and see how they were placed in relationship to

the Wnt relatives in our acoel species. Our results show that

all acoel sequences, classifiable or not, present extremely
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low bootstrap values (electronic supplementary material,

figure S2). Consequently, after this analysis, complemented

with BLAST searches, we decided that it was most appropriate

to name our acoel Wnts as UC (unclassified).

The difficulty in classifying these acoel genes could be

due either to those being homologous to ancestral bilaterian

genes lost in other lineages (unlikely) or to these sequences

differing enormously from all others known in bilaterians,

because of a high rate of sequence evolution (a more plausible

scenario). Most probably, acoel Wnts (and members of the

other gene families) are highly divergent [29], something

that can be seen clearly in different known phylogenetic

analysis, where acoel branches tend to be very long. How-

ever, and independently of the high evolutionary rate at

which the sequences of members of different families

change, we see that in the acoel there are fewer genes from

the Wnt family than in the xenoturbellid, again showing in

this case an inverse relationship between this gene family

complexity and the organizational/structural complexity of

the NS.

Needless to say, further studies of other gene families that

are important for NS development are needed, as is a better

understanding of the expression patterns of the genes ident-

ified, before we can start to unravel this apparent paradox

of inverse correlation between molecular complexity and

the degree of centralization of the NS. We are aware that

the apparent simplicity of the NS structure does not indicate

functional simplicity. For instance, it has been demonstrated

that in hydra (having another ‘simple’ NS) different subsets

of neurons in the nerve net express different neuropeptides

[82]; hence although the nerve net might look structurally

simple, in fact it is a structure that is highly (from a functional

point of view) regionalized. The X. bocki nerve net may be a

similar case.
7. Transformation from nerve nets to compact
brains in the Xenacoelomorpha: an
evolutionary scenario

Within Xenacoelomorpha, we consider the epidermal nerve

net of xenoturbellids as the ancestral condition (because of

the relative position of xenoturbellids within this group and

because Xenoturbella has the shortest branch in all molecular

phylogenies). This assumption would be consistent with

either of the two hypotheses regarding the placement of

this clade in the metazoan tree: as basal bilaterians or as

the sister taxa of Ambulacraria. Let us now revisit these

two alternatives.

If xenacoelomorphs did in fact branch at the base of bilater-

ian animals, their sister taxa would be all the remaining

bilaterian lineages. Trying to infer the structure of the NS in

the last common ancestor of protostomes and deuterostomes

is a very complex matter, and a subject of acrimonious debates.

The reason is that as the centralized NSs of the representatives

of these two superphyla are generally organized in different

positions and are diverse in their morphology, it is highly con-

tentious to establish possible homologies. Consequently, with

the available morphological and molecular data, two main

hypotheses exist (that will be further discussed in the next sec-

tion of the paper): their common ancestor had either a

centralized, complex, NS [83] or a diffuse nerve-net [84–86].
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As we cannot deduce the structure of the deuterostome and

protostome ancestor, we can compare the Xenacoelomorph

NS, representing the first offshoot of the Bilateria, with that

of the animal taxa that would have diverged prior to it: the cni-

darians. The last comparison should allow us to polarize the

NS character evolution for all bilaterians.

Cnidarians are mostly marine animals that usually pre-

sent radial symmetry. Their body is formed of two layers,

the ectoderm and the endoderm, which are separated by an

extracellular matrix called the mesoglea [87]. The cnidarian

NS consists of a diffuse nerve net that extends throughout

the whole body. However, the neuron distribution is not uni-

form: the nerve net density is higher in certain anatomical

areas, for instance in the head of Hydra as opposed to

its body column [88]. In addition to this nerve net, we can

also find annular-like structures around the oral opening in

Nematostella, or at the base of tentacles in some Hydra sp.

[88–90]; but in none of these cases has any large concentration

of neurons (ganglia) been identified [82]. Cnidarians often pos-

sess both endodermal and ectodermal NSs [91]. As highlighted

by Koizumi et al. [82], it has been observed that nerve cells

residing either in ectoderm or the endoderm express different

types of peptides. These differences are also seen in different

nerve cells populations. The lesson to be learned here is that

even if nerve net organization superficially looks simple, it

actually contains many subsets of different neurons, expressing

different peptides, with very specific body distributions [82].

Whether this is also the case for the nerve net of the xena-

coelomorphs, as stated above, remains to be seen. In any

case, if xenacoelomorphs were placed at a basal position

within bilaterian animals, the cnidarian nerve-net structure of

the NS would be an arrangement comparable to that we

find in Xenoturbella. Moreover, it is important to note that

Xenoturbella gives a very short branch in all molecular phy-

logenies, which has prompted us (and others) to suggest that

they may represent good proxies for the ancestor of the

Xenacoelomorpha.

The alternative position suggested for the Xenacoelomor-

pha is a sister group of Ambulacraria (echinoderms plus

hemichordates). Both groups have NSs arranged as ectoder-

mal nerve nets and nerve condensations/cords. The NS of

echinoderms consists of an ectodermal nerve net and a

nerve ring around the mouth. However, as they present pen-

tameral symmetry, an obviously derived character, it is not

possible for us to make any clear comparison between this

arrangement and those present in other bilateral animals

(though this is also a matter of debate).

Hemichordates, in contrast, have a body divided into three

morphological regions: proboscis, collar and trunk. The taxon

Hemichordata includes two classes: enteropneusts and ptero-

branchs. Enteropneusts have a diffuse basiepithelial nerve net

present in all three body regions and show structural dorsoven-

tral and anteroposterior polarities [92–94]. Moreover, they

also possess areas of nerve plexus thickenings, the so-called

dorsal and ventral nerve cords. The dorsal cord runs from

the proboscis and extends along the whole length of the

animal, whereas the ventral one is located in the trunk and is

thicker. Both these cords are described as mostly axon tracks,

in general showing no capacity as processing centres [94,95],

except in one study where some integrative function of the ven-

tral cord was described [96]. Pterobranchs, however, are sessile

and have a concentration of neurons at the base of their anterior

tentacles, a structure that has been called a brain [83]. They also
have neurite concentrations and associated neurons in the ten-

tacles, the stalk and in between the gill slits. Although they

were traditionally considered a basal group inside hemichor-

dates, their relationship with enteropneusts is not clear. Some

phylogenetic analysis using molecular data suggests that are

derived and placed within (and not as a sister group of) enter-

opneusts [97], while others reject this hypothesis completely

[98] or are unable to resolve the relationships [99]. In any

case, here again in the Hemichordata, we see that the ancestral

state for the NS organization is most probably that of a diffuse

nerve net (though with extensive internal structure; see, for

instance, [86]). This arrangement would also be shared with

the echinoderms. All in all, regardless of whether pterobranchs

or enteropneusts are more similar to ancestral hemichordates,

the common ancestor of Ambulacraria is expected to have a dif-

fuse nerve net [100]. In this new context, a nerve net as seen in

Xenoturbella (and in the acoels and nemertodermatids) would

be again consistent with the placement of Xenacoelomorpha

as a sister group of the Ambulacraria.

Taking into consideration both possible phylogenetic pos-

itions of Xenacoelomorpha and the fact, also stated above, that

Xenoturbella has the shortest branch in all molecular phylogenies

obtained for this clade, it seems reasonable to assume that the

nerve net-like organization present in Xenoturbella most prob-

ably represents the basal condition for Xenacoelomorpha. This

has a profound implication for the evolution of NSs within the

clade, and the observed changes of NS organization within it,

with more compact brains developing in more derived acoel

lineages (probably the result of specific adaptive changes

happening over time).

We are fully aware that even if these evolutionary scenarios

seem feasible, we cannot exclude the possibility that the Xeno-
turbella NS has been secondarily reduced from that of a more

complex ancestor. It would be interesting, though, to have

access to more species within this clade (xenoturbellids)

since, right now, our inferences are based on morphological

information derived from only two different species [31,32].
8. Independent events in nervous system
centralization across metazoan phyla

There are currently two different hypotheses regarding

the emergence of centralized NSs in animals [84]: the single

origin and the multiple origins hypotheses. In short, the

single origin hypothesis argues that the last common ancestor

of all the bilaterian animals (or Urbilateria) already had a

centralized NS. This would imply that it was secondarily

simplified several times in the metazoan lineages. This

hypothesis relies on the identification of multiple genes

involved in NS patterning that are well conserved across bila-

terians (such as bone morphogenic protein/decapentaplegic genes

and their antagonists, plus the many regulators of anteropos-

terior patterning). However, we have to recognize that those

genes could also have been co-opted several times in evol-

ution (in toto or a fraction of them; see, for instance, [83]) or

used for the general patterning of the neuroepithelia, instead

of being devoted to the specification of concrete neural areas/

structures [84–86].

The alternative hypothesis is the multiple origin of centra-

lized NSs, which states that they have evolved,

independently, more than once [84,85,101,102]. The hypoth-

esis relies on the observation that there is a ‘patchy’
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distribution of clades with complex brains within the

metazoan tree [85]. In fact, it is known that in each of the

two bilaterian major clades (Deuterostomia and Protostomia),

animals having compact brains and animals with diffuse

nerve nets (and different degrees in between) coexist, even

within the same taxon. Some authors such as Moroz [84]

go a step further and argue that even neuronal cells might

have originated more than once in the course of evolution.

In this hypothesis, the urbilaterian ancestor might have had

a non-centralized NS with a nerve net-like organization

(with some general patterning mechanisms already in

place). Centralization of the nervous structures may have

derived from such a net (or net-like) arrangement between

five and nine times in metazoans according to Moroz

[84,103], or at least four according to Northcutt [85].

Among the well-described cases, one paradigmatic

example of the possibility of independent brain origins is

described in the molluscs. Here, we just provide the essential

facts as a good illustration of the evolutionary process, with-

out delving into the details. In a review published by Moroz

[84], he arrives at the conclusion that three or four indepen-

dent events of centralization of the NS have occurred in

Mollusca over evolutionary time. The most basal molluscan

lineages present a NS organization called tetraneury (fig. 2

in [84]) which consists of two pairs of longitudinal nerve

cords, ventral and lateral (with the second pair more dorsally

situated), which are connected through commissures along

the whole body axis [104]. This configuration does not pre-

sent any obvious signs of centralization [105]. However, in

more recent lineages of Mollusca, such as Cephalopoda and

Gastropoda, the presence of areas with centralized nervous

tissue is clearly observable. In this way, we see in basal

groups of these lineages similar nervous patterns to the tetra-

neury arrangement, whereas in more derived clades we find

different patterns and degrees of aggregation in individual

ganglia (described in detail in [106] for Cephalopoda and

[107] for Gastropoda). This description of events happening

in the Mollusca is just an illustrative example; but Northcutt

[85] also mentions similar processes occurring in other

metazoan groups: arthropods, annelids and, of course,

chordates (fig. 2 in [85]).

Incorporating into this discussion what is now known

from the NS in Xenacoelomorpha, we postulate that this pro-

cess of independent centralization has also taken place within

this clade. Moreover, we hypothesize that this evolutionary

process seen in several metazoan lineages from simple NSs

to more complex brains might have been facilitated by the

modular construction mechanisms that early neurogenesis

affords to most animals, always modulated by the functional

and regulatory versatility of the gene networks involved

[108]. Most of the molecular machinery of these modules was

most probably already present in the Urbilateria (or before).

Many genes, such as those involved in anteroposterior and dor-

soventral patterning, might have modulated the position

of neurons and circuits along the body axis. Downstream of

those general patterning mechanisms, the modulation

of those gene batteries that regulate early neurogenesis would

have allowed certain plasticity in the construction of the NSs

and thus resulted in the huge variability of architectures that

we now observe in the different metazoan phyla. How this

was achieved, at the molecular regulatory levels and over evol-

utionary time, still remains to be understood through the

comparative analysis of many taxa.
9. A speculative note: why having a brain?
In the previous paragraphs, we have described an interesting

case of a NS ‘centralization’ observed in some members of

Xenacoelomorpha. We have also shown how this event is

not circumscribed to this specific clade, most probably occur-

ring independently in many other phyla. This parallel

evolution of centralized NSs merits some closer attention,

specifically to those factors that drive it and the physiological

advantages that having a centralized (compact) NS would

provide to its carriers [28].

The driving force behind ‘centralization’ was most

probably the accumulation of sensory structures in one par-

ticular pole of the body (though there are also ganglia in

many bilaterians that are not centred on sensory receptors).

The proximity of a central processing unit may have given

some ‘computational’ advantages to animals that maintained

these neuronal aggregations (brains). However, not only

computational advantages but also energy saving may have

been involved since signals into and out of such a central pro-

cessing unit would have had to travel shorter distances. It is

important to point out that any increase in brain size or

wiring density would be selected only if the costs of pro-

duction or maintenance were outweighed by performance.

We speculate that sensory organs (or cells) and brains

would have co-evolved in different lineages and over evol-

utionary time, always sustained by mutual, reinforcing,

positive feedback: sensory organs driving centralization of

nervous structures in their vicinity, which at the same time

would be instrumental in bringing other sensory structures

(cells) to the same area. Moreover, the evolution of these

structures would need the parallel rewiring of the gene regu-

latory networks involved in their patterning [109]. The final

size, shape and (network) functionality of the brain would

depend on many internal and external causal factors. It is

well known that variability in brain size or architecture corre-

lates with several environmental, life-history or behavioural

traits (though most experimental data have been gathered

from vertebrate studies; for a review, see [110]). Along these

lines, we have speculated [6] that richer environments or the

presence of sexual conflict might have driven the appearance

of more centralized NSs in the acoel class Crucimusculata.

More basal groups of acoels are interstitial and feed on

dissolved organic matter, whereas in the Crucimusculata,

the diets of many taxa are based on the capture of diatoms,

crustaceans and other worms, or even on cannibalism [6].

Thus Crucimusculata are active predators requiring a more

sophisticated repertoire of behaviour.

What are the advantages of having a brain or a centralized

NS? Many authors have speculated with the idea that brain,

ganglion or neural cells are arranged in any animal in accord-

ance with a major goal: to minimize the cost of connection

between the components (the ‘save wire’ principle [111,112]).

This principle that is derived from component network

optimization theory assumes that a network is selected if it

minimizes the total nerve connection length (taken as a proxy

for total connection costs). This condition constrains the geo-

metry of the network, provided that energy consumption is

efficient. The principle has been thoroughly analysed in the

context of the arrangement of the Caenorhabditis elegans NS

[111]; the rat olfactory cortex and the amygdala [113]; and

the cat sensory and macaque visual cortex [114]. In fact,

Cherniak [111] has shown that in C. elegans (or in H. sapiens),
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the brain position (at the front of the body) minimizes total sen-

sory/motor connection costs and this is due to the fact that in

those brains there are more connections to and from the front

than there are to the rear of the animal (accommodating all sen-

sory information flow). The results can be extrapolated to other

systems, where input/output connections to neighbouring

sensory structures are most prevalent. An extreme version of

this optimization model assumes that brains (or complex

neural layouts) can be self-assembled based only on physical

processes, for free, without the intervention of genomic mech-

anisms [113]. This, according to the proponents will ‘lower the

information load on the genome, and also in the process

yield optimality’ [113, p. 52]. Interestingly, this proposal

might not be so far-fetched in view of some new human

embryonic stem cell-derived three-dimensional culture studies

that show the high potential for self-assembly that some tissues

have [115].

Another set of arguments in favour of a more compact

arrangement of neural components relies on the energetics of

maintaining any working neural network. It is well known

that NSs consume metabolic energy continuously and at a

high rate. A good fraction of it is dedicated to moving signals

along the axons and across synapses. Brains have countered

these metabolic constrains by adopting energy-efficient

designs. An efficient layout with high component density is

critical for energy efficiency. This suggests a need for miniature,

highly connected components in the networks (brains). Minia-

ture designs have some intrinsic problems (such as noise; not to

be discussed here) but they can be compensated by other prop-

erties (see, for instance, a discussion in [116]). Also, neural

function varies with temperature, ionic concentrations, etc. so

that if a neuronal network is built as a large distributed

system, its properties may vary across space, making uniform

coordination very difficult. Thus, again it is better to have the

components clustered in a reduced space.

Other factors that come to mind and might be involved

include good developmental reasons for having neurons

linked in close proximity. If a neuron A needs to connect to a

neuron B, it is easier if they are born close together, so that

the instructions for growing a connection and finding the

target are simple.

All in all, it is probably a combination of all these factors

that contributes to the fitness of a structure such as the brain,
and thus it has been selected for, over evolutionary time, in

many independent lineages.

As with many other adaptive scenarios proposed in the

bibliography, this needs to be checked experimentally. We

propose that testing the hypothesis would be specifically

interesting (and feasible) in the context of a coherent group

of animals (a monophyletic clade) with members showing

different degrees of NS centralization and, perhaps most

importantly, a relatively reduced number of participating

neurons. Xenacoelomorphs should provide here a useful

system to analyse the evolution of neural centralization and

also should provide an experimentally amenable subject to

test the functional advantages (and constraints) underlying

the origin of brains.
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